A RESOLUTION HONORING THE SERVICES OF KAREN CLICK

WHEREAS
Karen Click has for the past eighteen years dutifully and exceptionally served the Director of Women & LGBT Center, and

HOLDING
that such service should be acknowledged and applauded, while

ACKNOWLEDGING
the many achievements during her office including but not limited to the expansion of the Women’s Center to Women & LGBT Center, created events to encourage the reevaluation of what it means to maintain a healthy body image, supporting multiple student organizations as an advisor, the increased value of diversity and inclusion on campus, expanding the allies program and training, and the continual dedication as an advocate for the students at SMU, thus

THE STUDENT SENATE
by this resolution wishes all whom may read it to know that the Student Senate as an institution and the Student Body it represents have benefited tremendously from her many years of dedicated service,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED
That the One-Hundred and Fourth SMU Student Senate enact this resolution honoring the service at SMU of Karen Click.
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